Fit a Decontaminator and keep your fuel

FREE from water - HOW IT WORKS

Do’s and Don’t’s Do:
• Always keep your fuel tank full to prevent lots of
condensation building up.
• Remove all water from tanks and conduct monthly
checks
• Check fuel filler caps for sealing to protect from water
ingress
• Dip your fuel tank regularly for evidence of free water
• Be selective when refuelling is it clear and bright?
• Ensure if possible the contents of your fuel tank are
turned over every 6 months
• If not already fitted have a fuel tank drain tap installed
for removing free water

• See it working!

Fuel enters the unit’s special element which induces a swirling
action to separate off water and solid contaminants. The special
coated element (green) only allows clean fuel to pass through,
repelling all water and contaminants which sink to the base of
the unit into a containment area, where they can be drained and
disposed of safely.
The element is very easily cleaned should it become blocked,
just remove and gently wash with clean fuel and reinstall. This
operation requires no tools.

Don’t:
• Fill your tank from rusty old fuel cans
• Let water build up in your tank bottom
• Leave fuel unused for long periods
• Neglect your monthly checks
• Refuel from spurious sources

Fuel Guard can also supply a sensor, to indicate when the
contaminant area is full. this can be linked to an audible warning
light or automatic engine shutdown.
Once fitted, the Fuel-Guard Decontaminator and Water Separator
will ensure your engine is continuously supplied with clean,
contamination free fuel, prolonging its life span and maximising
operational capability.
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BIO-DIESEL - HELP – TIPS - ADVICE

Q What is Bio Diesel?
A Fuel similar to normal fossil diesel but produced using
vegetable oil or animal fat
Q Why has it changed?
A To comply with government legislation for a more
environmentally friendly fuel
Q What is Diesel Bug and how do I treat it?
A It is mixture of bacteria and enzymes that live off the
water found in biodiesel and can be killed off with a biocide
Q How do I prevent the diesel bug occurring?
A Keep your fuel free from water NO WATER NO DIESEL BUG!

Since the introduction of bio-diesel boat
owners have seen an increase in blocked
fuel filters due to water and microbial
growth (diesel bug) these problems are
due to the hygroscopic effect of biodiesel which allows water and
moisture to be absorbed from the
atmosphere into your fuel this
coupled with the inherent problem
of fuel tank condensation means
extra care and attention should be
taken in order to prevent water
from entering your fuel system.

Fitting a fuel tank recirculating and re-polishing kit to your boats fuel system
will ensure further removal of water and dirt particles from the fuel tank, plus
the recirculation process means the undisturbed fuel is being moved around
the tank while the boat is stood idle which helps reduce the impact of your fuel
experiencing problems with the diesel bug.
REMOVING THE WATER FROM YOUR FUEL WILL PREVENT DIESEL BUG GROWTH

Q How do I know if I have water or diesel bug in my fuel?
A You can easily test your own with our simple DIY test kit
Q I have found water in my fuel tank what do I do?
A Drain if possible or use a vacuum pump to remove the
water
Q How does water get into my fuel?
A Through the hygroscopic effect of bio diesel and fuel tank
condensation which creates water droplets

Fitting an Optional
Recirculating Kit Will:
• Keep your fuel moving around
the tank
• Prevents any Diesel Bug growth
• Keeps fuel fresh and dry
• Removes condensation as it occurs

Q Biodiesel is hygroscopic what does that mean?
A It’s the ability of the fuel to attract and hold water
molecules from the atmosphere
Q How can I stop condensation occurring
A You can’t you will never eliminate all condensation
Q How can I keep my fuel free from water and contamination
A Fit a water separator with a fuel recirculating system

Keeping your fuel free from
water and other contamination is fundamental in
ensuring optimum performance and the prolonged
engine life of your equipment

